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About This Content

Grab a fistful of rockets and step into the bright red shoes of the legendary Sam "Serious" Stone as he reloads for an all-new
battle against the nefarious minions of Lord Mental. Hunt down the mysterious ram-god of the Great Obelisk and unlock the

secrets buried beneath the mystical temples dotting the sands of ancient Egypt. Then challenge your nerves with an intense new
survival mode map or take aim in three brand new versus multiplayer maps.

Key Features

3 New Single-Player and Cooperative Campaign Missions!

3 New Versus Multiplayer Maps!

1 New Survival Mode Map!
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Don't buy this game for more than $20; it is to Far Cry 5 what Metal Gear Survive is to Metal Gear Solid V. Granted that's not
to say it's as bad as MG Survive, or even that it's a bad game, but everything from Far Cry 5 that made the game amazing is
hollowed out and less here. The great Far Cry 5 soundtrack, which you could tell was made to fit the game, has just been
replaced with trashy pop rap songs. The guns are the same ones from Far Cry 5 but with pieces of trash instead of attachments.
Instead of modular weapon customization you get preset weapons. The map size looks like it's been reduced to a quarter of what
it was. There isn't even ambient music playing most of the time, in or out of combat.

If we'd gotten this as an expansion rather than the offensively bad Far Cry 5 DLC, I would have overlooked these problems and
given it a positive review. But it's not, so I won't; if you beat Far Cry 5 and want the same experience but more, then this game
scratches the itch. If you're looking for a new game just buy Far Cry 5.. I'm addicted to this game, after about 7 hours of non
stop gameplay i can say that you can in fact play this without paying. Yes it is sad that we have to pay 8$ to be able to unlock the
other guns and such. But its not game changing. I on the other hand am going to buy the paid because i WANT THAT SCOPED
KAR98. It's for helping people.. This is one of those games where if you hold in a fart instead of queefing all over your date you
get the bad ending. By the end game I got a horrible ending and when I looked up what choices I made to get it I didnt even
know the choices I made were even up to me.  There are only two and neither are clear to have future consequences.  Crooked
man is the best game but this is a close second I guess. That said the characters are fairly interesting and this is the only one I
think is worth buying other than the crooked man in this series.. Whoa did someone lace my weed with acid?
Seriously this game has some psychadelic backgrounds and trippy stuff to give you eyegasms for years to come. A very basic
game and idea, thrown together with some ridiculously easy controls of 2 buttons, yet just enough nonsense and random stuff to
keep you on your toes and distract the living hell out of you, and in the end leading you to conclude you find out you have zero
reflex.
I loved this game, The balance of mechanics is great, it was fun and addicting, I made in to level 20 on my first sitting (after
many tries).
It was fun to learn the mechanics of each level and try to ajust on the fly, plus the $10,000 incentive to beat the game was a
great idea too, not many games have contest.
. As of writing this review i only have about an hour in game but that will soon change. The game launched into early access
today and ithink its quite fun. The tutorials didnt help me much (but i sorta only skimmed through them so thats my fault) So i
just hoped into a senerio. I was having alot of fun! The units are easy to get used to and it really just mattered what you did witht
them. Sadly as i was reaching the end of my battle i got a bug where is said it was my turn, but i had no Titans with turns
remaining so i had to leave, and i was winning!

however its literaly Day 1 of early access so ill cut it some slack. I would recommend it for $10 even at its current state! That
Senerio was most of my current playtime and that was 1 of 10! not to mention Skirmish matches! Also their are things like a
campaign coming as well!

Now sadly mutiplayer is quite dead it seems. So ima take this upon myself to help this problem. Im making an Adeptus
Titanicus discord to help people match up agaist each other

https://discord.gg/KEPSX36

But as of right now Im going to rate this game a 6/10 probaly going to go to the 7-8 range once its finished
. I'm sorry, but i can't give this game a thumbs up.

Let's start with the positive aspects: It did not crash an i didn't encounter any bugs. And the fights aren't that bad.

Gameplay Video: (Commentary is in German, just imagine that i'm laughing and ranting all the time)

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=K4V8zeptRrI

Cons:
- Ugly character models
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- bad walking and running animations
- empty landscapes
- voice acting
- written smileys in conversations?. I'm glad I purchased this in the Steam Sale for less than 50p.
Brings back many memories of my Amiga days...
Just got a new 144Hz monitor too!
Chip's Challenge with Gsync mode is the way forwards.
Smooth as... ;op
. A shallow and very boring experience. I couldn't bring myself finishing the first world map. Lacks story, atmosphere, some
kind of suspense and it's repetitive. Quests have you waiting for in-game-nightfall. Lacks lots of genre standards. If you're into
greek ARPG you'd have a good time with Titan Quest instead or Zeus (Master of Olympus) for a general "greek-themed"
startegy game.

It's not worth your time if they'd pay you to play it.
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I gave a child her teddy bear, she gave me a land mines as a reward. Overall an enjoyable game, but by no means is it 25$ worth,
it just feels a little steep for what it is. You can find this game somewhere in the realm of 5-10$ which is definitly worth it.

The fun is definitly aquiring a nice big fleet of ships over time and taking the fight to various enemies about the map and
pushing your side to victory. Its very much like "mount and blade" in that sense. I like the freedom of floating about looking for
ships or ports, and its not just scripted chain of events or battles. I think it works very well for these type of games.

The biggest anoyance though is the attrocious AI, they can somewhat shoot but you can manually click shoot way more accurate,
it would take you a minute to sink what would take the AI 3-5 minutes. But the bigger issue is the torpedo avoidance. If you
want to loose a good number of ships, then by all means use the AI. Any time ships fire torpedos you need to manually adjust
course and wait till they are clear before putting AI back on because inevitably they will steer the ships right back into them for
some stupid reason. Look at it more like total war games where you can battle or auto resolve. If you battle you might loose 5%
to an easy enemy, if you auto resolve your going to loose about 30-40%. Same idea just AI or manual control everything (which
does become tiring)

Theres a bit too much arcade to this, hit points, vague differences in what appear to be the same outfitting but on an entirely
different ship for a different price. Some other much needed things, auto sinking convoys once all escorts are sunk, just
annoying to mop them up Port assaults too are quite garbage feeling and feels like it needs a complete rework or just toss it in
the bin and let it be captured when theres no support left and theres no fleets nearby.

It could also be greatly expanded in the support and supplies area as opposed to random convoys moving about. Actually make
supplies mean something to strive for and give way to help support and move convoys along or actual patrol options. i dont
know, theres many possibilities.

If this company continues to develop games along this line and adds a good bump to realism, and more depth and AI mechanics,
immersion, etc, then it would definitly be a must buy on my list.

Dont let the negatives steer you away, For what the game is, its fun, and simple enough and it feels like a good base that could
turn into something much more fun if the idea is further developed.

Again for the 5 to 10$ you can find it for, its definitly worth it.. The first arc of the game was very cool , but then , that´s all
there is.The game is like plant vs zombies with some cool powers , skill , ....However the progression is very slow and the
grinding unbereable.You will have to do the same level hundreds of times to advance even on easy.That game would be better if:
-progress was faster
-I did not have to pause the game every 2 secs.That kills the imersion and every level takes hours.
-Your spirits did not die with one hit.In plants vs zombies each plant takes some seconds to get eaten,Here it´s 0.01 secs

Not a bad game , but it takes a lifetime of grinding to advance. As ever with my reviews, if you're only interested in the
pros\/cons, and whether or not you figure the game might be something you enjoy, search for the ~tildes!~

Morph Girl; not a novel by K. A. Applegate, it is instead... Hmn.

The Steam Game, Morph Girl....
No, that's not quite right, either.

Morph Girl is a throwback to a lot of things - FMV games, a certain kind of shareware that left you feeling a little
unnerved even though it wasn't actually all that frightening, and the exploratory and experimental games of the late
80's and early 90's.

What it is not, despite some flourishes and obvious influences, is 'J-horror', a term that (like so many) means
increasingly different things, to increasingly large numbers of people; or in other words, very little. Those who know
me know that a certain series about a certain very angry ghost were really important to me, growing up; wonkiness and
all, they remain something I truly enjoy - and those novels and this game couldn't be further apart.

So, what is Morph Girl, then? If I had to classify it, I'd call it a kaleidoscopic game. Like magic lantern toys of old, it is
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a very certain segment of a very specific point in the narrator's life.

To even discuss the plot would rob some of the best parts of Morph Girl from the audience, and so I'm only going to
discuss it in generalities.

Our narrator, Elana, is struggling with an incredible burden - the death of her wife, and the upcoming anniversary of
that death. How she reacts to it, events that unfold during the game...

Well, they aren't exactly shocking. But there is a constant, low-level of horror and unrest just around the corner which
is - in some ways! - even better than any outright scares.

I love visual novels, and one of the things I struggle with explaining to people who grew up with them as a normal genre
is that the very first few that were translated were of incredibly different genres, from porn to horror to teaching aide.
And given that most translations were questionable, at best, you never knew what might come around the corner. To this
day, PC-98 style graphics inspire a feeling of faint unease and excitement in my withered husk of a heart.

... Morph Girl really isn't a VN, though. Sure, it's built in Tyrano, but like the FMV games of the 90s, it exists in it's own
sphere. Which is good, I feel. If it were a VN, I'd have to dock it for being far too short; not in length, but in the amount of
text present.

As it stands, Morph Girl uses brevity well. The terse prose combined with the - genuinely! - artful cinematic angles make that
uncertain feeling stand out well for most of the game.

But is it any good, you may ask?

... That's a more difficult question, so, as always, let's start with the cons.

So let's go over the pros and cons, starting with the cons, as is customary for me.

~Cons~

* Individual endings do not very tremendously, and while the little differences are striking, see pros... If you're expecting an
epic visual novel with multiple routes, that not really what this is.
* Some moments manage to be a little silly, even if you completely buy into the atmosphere (as I ended up doing).
* The experience is short, though - once again, see pros.
* Not a con for me, but player input is fairly low. If you need to have every strange experimental game you play have a knife-
juggling segment, well, I wish you luck finding your ideal game; but this won't be it.
* I feel that Ren'Py might have executed some scenes\/fullscreen support better, though I'm biased towards it, aha. But I did
miss being able to save more freely, even if the abruptness of the save menu was atmospheric in a way of its own...
* Some endings, especially a certain ending, can seem very abrupt. I've my theory about that one, too, but that's for the devs -
and I'll mention as much in a comment.

~Pros~

* Both the cinematography and the sound design are fantastic. Going in completely blind, I was surprised how good
individual shots were. Pay attention to the framing - you won't regret it.
* The core of the story is incredibly solid, and I'd say that for 80% of it, I was riveted, to the point that repeat playthroughs
were intensely enjoyable... Even with some engine resolutions parsing slower than others.
* As characters, the only two characters that are present are both believable and interesting. Elana's story unfolding was
heart-rending... Although I'd be really interested in seeing it from a different perspective.
* Not only are the 'hidden extras' cool, the use of FMV itself transitions well to a game. Even the way background ambience
transitions from scene to scene is really frikkin' cool and ends up making the atmosphere seem incredibly organic.
* Finally, and least import to me but still incredibly neat, the aesthetic stylings - and feeling of the whole thing being a
cassette tape - are done flawlessly. It would be easy to have phoned them in, but they remain consistently high-quality
throughout.
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~In closing~

Recommending things is hard. I know a lot of people won't appreciate Morph Girl, to be honest; there's a lot to struggle with,
and it's really not a traditional game... Or a traditional anything. So, I had to ask myself if I would recommend it, and I
absolutely would. Though it wouldn't work as a proper VN or perhaps even a FMV adventure game, as it's own thing, I
heartily enjoyed Morph Girl, even with the elements that didn't quite click for me.

I'd recommend it to people who are feeling listless, or like they're stuck in a rut; those who want to try something new without
breaking the bank, and don't mind something rather experimental. Those who enjoy brevity in their series, rather than
multiple seasons, fading in quality like static on a...

Ah.
Damn.

I wonder, what will be the equivalent of static, for future generations?

... Those I'd caution against a purchase would be players who are expecting a classic game, or even a classical visual novel -
those looking for a traditional tale of horror, and those who will only play it once and be done with it. You should probably
play it at least twice, even if you don't get all the endings.

Finally, I'd like to extend a gigantic thanks and tip of the reviewatorial (which is a word, I swear) hat to Malkavian; I never
would've known about this one without you. Hopefully, someday I can return the favour!

Comments for the developers below, they'll likely be a bit bland\/spoilery.. this game feels like a Plants vs Zmoibes clone, only
much harder and non-intuitive. This was setup as a music video instead of the previous Hop Step Sing! which was more of a
VR concert. As a music video it's pretty good the scene changes were wonderful the song and dance was great. The only wierd
issue was that when you start it doesn't recenter where I'm at (it seems to just consider my play space as the center). As such I
moved myself to the center and restarted the app to fix it.

I liked this one better than the previous Hop Step Sing! The directing on this was great which in a VR experience it can be
pretty difficult. Everything was well polished and I quite liked their costumes.
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